
 

   
 

  
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Abstract:  Achieving security with less encryption makes sense particularly on massive data volumes due to the heavy 
computational load of the encryption operations. Such a reduction may also help to increase the throughput of a crypto–
system without a need to upgrade the computing infrastructures. In power-limited environments such as the mobile devices 
or sensor networks, performing less encryption is important to increase both the battery life and the throughput of the secure 
data production. Previously, selective encryption schemes, which encrypt only the selected sections of the data while 
keeping the rest in plain, have been proposed especially focusing on secure video/image delivery. Instead of encrypting 
only the selected sections of the input, we provide a solution that provides the security of the whole data with reduced 
amount of encryption via the introduced ambiguous coding scheme that encodes the input sequence of bits by splitting it 
into two streams as the payload and the disambiguation information. On ideal conditions that assumes the input data is 
independently and identically distributed, the payload occupies ≈ (d−2)/d , and the disambiguation information takes ≈ 2/d 
of the encoded stream, where d > 2 denotes a chosen block size in bits. We show that decoding the payload in absence of 
the disambiguation info is computationally hard with a complexity of O(22d−1). Thus, encrypting only disambiguation info 
while keeping the payload plain can provide practical security of the whole data, which reduces the amount encryption by 
more than 75 percent for d ≥ 8. Notice that, the reverse manner, where the payload is enciphered and the disambiguation 
information is kept intact, still provides 25% gain in encryption. The second case may be preferred to the first case when the 
ambiguity introduced by the proposed coding is not seen enough while transmitting a top-secret data. We include 
experimental results on high-entropy data to verify the theoretical claims on real–life cases, which reveals that the proposed 
coding is quite close to the ideal case on such data. 
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